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these cells fire (an all-or-
nothing event) if there is a 
difference in illumination 
between the center and 
surround of their receptive 
fields.  

What is a receptive field? 
a portion of sensory space that can elicit neuronal responses when stimulated
e.g. a portion of the skin, a portion of the visual field
If many sensory receptors all form synapses with a single cell further up,
they collectively form the receptive field of that cell. 





An all-or-nothing event 
(spike) is determined by 
the output of a difference 
operator



“V1” 
primary visual cortex



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8VdFf3eg
wfg



What kind of edges could 
these configurations not 
explain? 

retinal ganglion cells



From What line drawings reveal about the visual brain, Sayim and Cavanagh 2011

Activations of contour-sensitive neurons on 3D objects 
resemble a line drawing of the object

(and in fact, similar neural activations 
have been shown for line drawings and 
3D objects of the same concepts)



From What line drawings reveal about the visual brain, Sayim and Cavanagh 2011

But not all contours are in fact, edges of objects. How do 
artists get this right? 

Two very different sketches depict a facePure edge detection is not accurate



Maurice Denis





Illusory contours = likely 
result of interaction 
between edge-detecting 
units and line (corner)-
detecting, or grouping 
units. 

These inputs sum at 
“contour neurons” in 
secondary visual cortex.



• Neurons sensitive to illusory 
contours found in V1! 

• Potentially a result of 
recurrent connections 
(supported by neural network 
models), and top-down 
feedback from secondary 
cortices, in a predictive 
coding model 



… many types of lines
many different lines
many different edges
many different contours
at different scales
in neural computation  

in perceptual experience

can we connect phenomenology to physiology? 



what is her dress made of? 



consider an equiluminant field, like a 
Ganzfeld





what about points in visual 
awareness? 

what is a point in visual 
awareness? 





















what is an atomic entity in visual 
awareness? 
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NOTE: this center-surround relationship, captured 
physiologically by the receptive field,  may be 
considered to be necessarily ATOMIC because

there is only a single degree of freedom in their 
activity - the spike frequency of the
axon
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Points in visual awareness don't just exist on a red screen like 
pixels (pick a point out of a field of color? can’t do it) 
 a point, an “atomic element” of visual awareness is created 
 out of some differential geometry 

and same with edges

you can't read off edges, you can't read off points as discrete entities in 
space, they are located (by construction!) in a surround

that center-surround relationship exists at many scales, all of which are 
at play simultaneously in visual awareness
  which are you aware of now? can that be 
  manipulated? can we be aware of multiple at once?
but regardless of scale there is a differential operator at play

and the brain is set up to do this (receptive fields where atomic unit — 
single UNIT of information – is a created via a difference operator, not a 
dimensionless “point”)


